
Parking heater HCALORY M98, 8 kW, Diesel, new version Ref: 5905316148253
Parking heater HCALORY M98, 8 kW, Diesel, new version

Parking heater / heater HCALORY M98
HCALORY M98 is a diesel-powered heater with which you can quickly heat the interior of your garage, car or heat your windows to get rid
of  snow  and  ice  more  efficiently.  The  heater  operates  quietly  to  ensure  comfortable  conditions  on  the  road.  It  warms  up  even  at
temperatures from -40℃ and operates at temperatures up to 50℃.
 
Intuitive operation
With its LCD panel and five-button operation, the HCALORY M98 is a device that even less experienced users will not find difficult. The
panel  allows easy monitoring and control  of  the device's  operation,  and the included remote control  with  a  range of  up to  50 meters
further  enhances  the  user  experience.  The  use  of  technology  not  only  makes  it  easier  to  manage  the  heater's  functions,  but  also
supports the efficiency and safety of its operation by informing about error codes. You can easily choose the right power between 5 and
8KW and adjust the temperature from 8 to 35℃ or set a timer to turn the device on or off after a set time.
 
Energy efficiency
The HCALORY M98 offers low fuel and electricity consumption while providing high operating efficiency. With the ability to regulate and
control  consumption,  this  heater  ensures  that  it  is  an  economical  and  wallet-friendly  solution,  while  allowing  you  to  take  care  of  the
environment by minimizing emissions and consumption. The unit has built-in overheating protection technology that automatically cuts
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off the voltage if the temperature becomes too high.
 
Quiet operation with effective performance
The heater not only efficiently heats the selected space, but also does so in a way that is not disruptive to the user and the environment.
Advanced noise reduction technologies make its operation unobtrusive and unobtrusive, which is especially important during long trips or
nighttime working hours. The low noise level that the device generates is therefore a guarantee of comfort, not only thermal, but also
acoustic.
 
Ease of installation and maintenance
Compact design and intuitive installation are other advantages of the HCALORY M98 heater. As a result, it is possible to install the device
in  a  variety  of  even  confined  spaces,  making  it  a  versatile  solution  for  a  variety  of  motor  vehicles  -  from  cars  to  buses  to  trucks  or
engineering vehicles. In addition, ease of cleaning and maintenance, including the ability to remove the fuel pump, makes this model a
user-friendly ally.
 
Contents of the kit
Heater user manual
LCD panel
Air filter 
Remote control 
Silencer 
Inlet pipe 
Outlet pipe 
Air outlet pipe
Large silver screws x 4
Smaller copper screws with caps x 3
3 nuts 
Clamp on screws 
Adjustable clamp large x 2
Adjustable clamp small x 4 
	Brand	
	HCALORY
	Model	
	M98
	Dimensions	
	38 x 27.5 x 25.5cm
	Material	
	Metal, plastic
	Fuel tank capacity	
	5l
	Working time	
	approx. 10h
	Rated voltage	
	12V
	Rated power	
	5~8KW
	Temperature offered	
	8℃ to 35℃
	Timer	
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	Yes
	Fuel consumption	
	0.1-0.48L per hour
	Wireless control distance	
	50 meters
	Working temperature of the heater	
	-40~+50℃
	Operating temperature of oil pump	
	-40~+40℃
	Fuel	
	Diesel

Price:

€ 202.00

Lifestyle&Outdoor, Other
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